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PRODUCE NEWS
“Where Your Patronage Is Never Taken For Granted!”

Transition to “California
grown” in full swing!
Wow, we are already quarter of the way through 2016!
Most of the local crops have braved the rains and by
month’s end should be going strong. We all saw the Tree
Fruit bloom - what a beautiful sight. Even though they
took a hit from that last storm, we heard they had a
pretty good set. We are looking forward to a good Tree
Fruit season.
There seems to be a prerequisite to living in California
and that is the ability to moan about any weather
condition. Didn’t we all sign up for 75 degrees, plus or
minus 2 degrees? Cold or wet is supposed to happen
only at night and definitely not during the commute
hours. We Californians do not fare well on wet roads. I
found myself getting annoyed with this wet year - cabin
fever, projects undone and putting up with the crazies on
the road. Of course twenty years ago this was a normal
winter. What brought me back to reality was seeing Lake
Shasta full. As soon as this darn weather straightens out
there’s a house boat in our future. Another reality check
is talking to family and friends in the mid- west and back
east and wondering how they put up with the winters
they’ve endured the last couple of years. And then they
get the mosquitoes when it thaws. Guess California is
pretty good after all!

A lot of government involved agriculture stuff will be
going on this year. The GMO controversy moves
towards a bill. It seems the first step is to figure out
whether the states or the federal government has
jurisdiction. Players on both sides of the issue will be
lobbying away and we will keep you informed. Also in
the world of organics changes are being made, or
considered, to make changing from conventional
farming to organic a little less arduous. The FSMA,
Food Safety Modernization Act is in full swing. The
inspections we have become accustomed to over the
years, have taken on a new look. The agriculture budget
inches on towards completion. It’s been tied up for a
couple years in congress and progressing at a snail’s
pace. So many walks of life need this issue to be
resolved; small farms, specialty crops, and all growers
are in need of drought relief. Don’t forget the coattail
rider, where to station the planes in charge of our
southern border patrol. I hear Idaho is the location of
choice. Southern border; makes perfect sense to me.
As we mentioned in the last couple of newsletters, a
“dirty as hell” processor is involved with the Chipotle
dilemma. Well what do you know? “Google” the latest
protests in Sacramento and Merced.

GO WARRIORS

Steve Del Masso
President
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Broccoli & Cauliflower –
On The

MARKET

With the glut of
Broccoli supply past us, prices will be headed up
slightly for about a two week period and level off.
Cauliflower should be stable this month. We are
pulling product from a few areas including Salinas.

Celery –

supply and quality has finally reached
accustomed levels. With three growing regions now
on line; Yuma, Oxnard and Santa Maria, the Celery
market is once again in great shape.

Transition time is here.
Hoping Mother Nature is
kind.
Iceberg Lettuce –

is back in California.
Before settling down in Salinas, the Salad Bowl of the
World, for the season, it will be making a two-week
stop in Huron. This is an ideal pit stop for Iceberg
because it’s located in a geographical area where the
rains and cold weather rarely visit during the winter
months. Year after year this tiny growing region has
prevented countless gaps and spiking Lettuce prices.

Carrots –

The Yuma Carrot season is gradually
fading away as the SoCal and Bakersfield seasons are
ramping up their shipments. Quality and pricing is
steady.

Root Vegetables – SoCal and Desert growing
areas are our current suppliers for all our Root
needs. Every root is available and with no exceptions,
quality is very good to excellent.

Romaine –

We just received our first lot of
Salinas grown Romaine to compliment our daily
shipments from the desert (Coachella). The first
samples are promising! We will still use desert
product until we have full faith in Salinas grown.

Artichoke$ –

There are early indicators that the
2016 Choke crop may return to normal production
levels. Please check with us before putting these back
on your menu to assure availability and pricing.

White & Yellow Corn –

Mexico Corn prices
remain high. We will see California grown by the
end of the month or first week of May. Our transition
should be smooth.

Red, Green & Butter Lettuce –

The Red,
Green and Butter Lettuce season out of Salinas
started a couple weeks early this year, which is
excellent news! Good quality and stable pricing looks
to be what everyone is anticipating.

Red & Green Cabbage –

We are receiving
all of our Cabbage from the fields in Oxnard and
Santa Maria. These regions are stocking the market
with good quality and sufficient quantities to keep
prices on an even level.

Green Onions –

We are in the midst of a
steady run of Mexico Green Onions. I can give the
G.O.’s a triple-g; good supply, good quality and good
pricing.

Red, Yellow & White Onions –

For
starters, the Northwest crop is tired and quality is
barely fair. Mexico grown product is hitting the
market. The plan is to get by just long enough until
the Brawley/SoCal season begins.
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Sweet Onions –

The best available Sweet
Onion is currently being grown and sourced from
Mexico.
As soon as a domestic equivalent is
available, we will make the switch.

Russet Potatoes –

Price points continue to
remain steady. As inventories are depleted, we will
see prices rise but that is May’s and June’s problem.

Potatoes of Color –

Inventory levels
of the 2015 Northwest harvest are just about zeroed
out. Bakersfield/SoCal season is set to begin around
the middle of the month and I am hopeful for a
smooth transition.

Fingerling Potatoes –

Storage quantities of
the Klamath Valley/Oregon Fingerling Potatoes
remain plentiful and reasonable.

Yams & Sweet Potatoes –

There are no
changes to share about either tuber concerning price
or availability. All is good coming out of storage.
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Mangos –

As a buyer for over 30 years, I have
never dealt with the extreme shortfall of Mexico
grown Mangos as we are now experiencing. Every
adverse weather condition that you can think of at
one time passed through the numerous Mango
growing regions; hail, drought, rain and cold
temperatures. The fruit that we are seeing on the
market is immature and will not properly ripen.
This has temporarily halted our custom cut side. If
we cannot latch onto quality fruit we will not process.
The quality of the end product our customers receive
is too important to us. I am hoping that initial
estimates were off and we will see a bit of respite in
the next couple of weeks.

Papayas –

Mexico Papaya quality is good.
Hawaii output is improving which gives everyone an
even better quality alternative to consider.

Strawberries & Stemberries –

Over
the last 6 months Mother Nature has been tough on
California Strawberry growers. Recently, I’ve been
opting for Mexico grown Strawberries because the
domestic ones were not reaching our minimum
quality criteria. Mid April to May should bring on a
full return of the CA grown berries. By then, we will
have the end of the Oxnard season, full swing with
the Santa Maria season and the beginnings of the
Salinas and Watsonville seasons.

Blueberries & Blackberries –

The local
Blueberry season kicked off but was interrupted by,
of all things, rain. We will be using Mexico Blues
until the California fields are once again accessible.
Blackberries from south of our border are looking
excellent with solid supply.

Stone Fruit –

I am already getting excited with
anticipation about another incredible California
Stone Fruit season. First up will be Cherries.
Hopefully the early season rains didn’t do too much
damage to this season’s crops. We will see.

Raspberries –

Prices remain high for all
Raspberries. When weather conditions improve and
so will costs.

Apples & Pears –

Prices keep pushing up as
very limited inventory levels dwindle for both Pears
and Apples. Apples and Pears from South America
are an alternative but they represent a very pricy
alternative.

Gold Pineapples – We aren’t certain if it will
come to pass, but a slight price increase due to
weather/quality issues in the Costa Rica growing
region may be in the offering.

MIKE
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BLUE LAKE GREEN BEANS – We
will be using Mexico Beans for a while longer.
Maybe even the remainder of the month. How
soon we will transition into local grown will be a
wait and see proposition. Hopefully by the
beginning of May we will see SoCal beans.

Round & Roma TOMATOES –
Roma Tomato costs jumped backed up. We do
not expect to see an inexpensive Roma for the
remainder of the month.
Culiacan and Sinaloa are still the Round Tomato
growing areas we are pulling inventory from.
Around mid April, and if all goes well, we will
check Florida grown Tomatoes.

Red, Yellow, Orange, & Green Bell
Peppers – The Green Bell Pepper season out
of Nogales is rapidly coming to an end.
Hopefully there are sufficient quantities to help us
bridge over to the Coachella season that begins
around the first week of the month. We may be
in for a short lived but expensive transition. Red
and Yellow Bells will continue making their way
up from Mexico a while longer; while Coachella,
CA has started picking some green fruit already.

CUKES – Baja is just now starting which is
giving us some overlap between growing regions.
Prices are reasonable and quality is very good to
excellent.

SQUASH – Yellow Squash from Sonora,
Mexico is expensive and limited in supply. Italian
Squash is high in quality and lower in price. We
are keeping our fingers crossed that there isn’t
some gapping issues as the next growing season
in Santa Maria, California becomes available.

EGGPLANT – Good supply of Eggplant still
coming up from Mexico. We should be good to
go until the end of April and into May when the
California season gets going.

MELONS – We are receiving our current
loads of Cantaloupes from Guatemala & Costa
Rica. Honeydews are either coming up from
Guatemala or from Mexico. We will be sourcing
both Melons from offshore for at least the month
of April.
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Cello-Pack, Spring Mix & Baby Leaf – I
am looking forward to a smooth transition
from Yuma back into the salad bowl of the
US, the Salinas Valley. There are still some
unforeseen weather issues that are lurking
about, that may hamper an ideal transition.
For the month of April, we will feature Baby
Spinach from Muzzi Family Farms. This family
operation has been in business for more than
50 years and has transitioned to the local
growing fields of the Salinas Valley.

Varietal Tomatoes

(small) – Limited
availability especially the yellow varieties.
This includes Round, Grape and Pear shapes.
Pricing remains high.
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The local Asparagus season is off to a riproaring start with quality that cannot be
improved upon.
We are being hit with
“discounted” offerings out of Mexico but we
are staying with local growers. This month,
we are highlighting the Nunes Company, Inc.
Their product is coming to us from the
Gonzales, CA area. We look forward to a great
month with great local Asparagus.

Heirloom/Kumato Tomatoes –
Kumato Tomatoes are currently being “Hot
Housed” in Mexico. Supply remains tight.
Good supply of small Heirloom Tomatoes out
of Mexico. That’s the good news. The less
than ideal news is that we are finding
significant variances in price and quality.

Wild Mushrooms – Not a great variety

BABY SQUASH – All baby varieties

but the best of the best is available.

available with pre-orders; Green Zucchini,
Yellow Sunburst and Green Summer. Product
is coming up from Mexico and SoCal. The
local mixed 8# case will be available very
soon.

Japanese/Italian/Chinese Eggplant –
Quality and prices are stable for product
coming up form Mexico. The Eggplant that is
the highest in quality is the Chinese variety.
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Nap Thyme
Nap Galvezzzzzzzz

Zz

HERBS – It’s been an excellent winter

Cutting Edge
O-rganics®

season for Herbs. The transition is fully
underway and in fact, the only Herb item left
in Mexico is Basil. Soon, really soon this will
be locally grown as well.

………. solely about organically grown produce.

O-Root news – I am seeing ample quantities
of O-Roots on the market. Please give us
some lead-time for all special requests.
O-Broccoli and O-Cauliflower – As we
transition back into Watsonville I am
expecting to see a plentiful supply for both
items.

Romaine

Hearts

–

growers are
planning to be 100% back in Salinas and
shipping product by the middle of the month.
We have already received some shipments
from CA and the outlook is very promising.

ORANGES

–

The
varietal/winter
Orange/Citrus season is right on the edge of
going away.
By the time you read the
newsletter there may be no more Pomelo,
Cara Cara, Mandarin or Tangerine type of
citrus around. Juicers are still coming in
from Texas and all other Orange needs are
being filled with Navel Oranges.

Ruby Red Grapefruit –

O-Butternut should make its triumphant
return by the end of this month. Mexico’s
spring harvest is slated to start by mid
month. We will keep you posted.
Yellow and Red O-Bell Peppers – So far so
good Mexico is still able to keep up with
demand for both Yellow and Red O-Bell
Peppers.

California and
Texas
Grapefruit
are
simultaneously
competing for our orders. For now, the
quality of the Texas fruit is far superior. We
will continue to use Texas fruit until this
factor changes. If you must have a locally
grown Grapefruit, let us know and we will be
able to get it for you.

GRAPES – We will be importing Grapes
from Chile for at least the next two months.
Cost per box is back to where it usually is for
this time of year.
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LEMONS – The Eureka Lemon season is
now fully into the Fresno/L1 growing region.
All sizes of Lemons are looking beautiful.
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HARD SHELL SQUASH – Unlike the
Organic Butternut, conventional Butternut is
readily available. Please let us know if we are
able to substitute the conventional for your
organic needs. Kabacho, Acorn, Spaghetti
and Banana Squashes are all going along
very well.

LIMES – are no longer a steady line item.
Limes are now a highly fluctuating
commodity that can vary greatly from day to
day in quality and price. The constant
uncertainty has challenged us to modify our
buying commitments in order to provide you
with a fruit that is consistent in quality and
price as possible.

WATERMELONS – The good news is
that sugar content and color is spot on but
sizing is smaller than normal. We will
continue to source fruit from Mexico for the
next couple of months.

SNAP PEAS – are almost back home in
Salinas. With lower freight charges the final
cost per pound will decrease and quality will
much improve over the last couple of months.

Chile Peppers – Serrano and Jalapeno
Peppers are still commanding higher than
usual prices. By month’s end or at least early
May, we should see SoCal fruit arrive to
market. Hopefully this will bring some price
relief. Quality remains good for all Chiles.

AVOCADOS – This year’s crop got off to
a rough start. The drought in SoCal followed
by overwhelming rains created a lot of
turmoil. The end of March brought on some
positive trends with fruit quality. I am very
hopeful this trend continues.
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JEFF’S
TRIVIA QUEST

TRIVIA WINNERS

The answers to last month’s trivia were:
1) Shoemaker

The “Titanic” boasted sixty chefs and assistants and
a kitchen support staff of thirty-six. There were also
hundreds of waiters, assistant waiters, stewards and
stewardesses aboard, many of whom unfortunately
perished. Of the 685 staff on board the ship only
214 were saved. There were 20,000 bottles of beer,
15,000 bottles of mineral water, and 1,500 bottles of
wine. 40,000 fresh eggs and 7,000 heads of Lettuce
all for a voyage of a few days!!! The ships bugler
played this tune to call “Titanic” passengers to their
meals.
It was called “The Roast Beef of Old England” so
let’s eat!
A surviving first class breakfast menu from April
11, 1912 features more than 25 items. Which of the
following was “NOT” available as a first class
breakfast choice?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Grilled Mutton Kidneys and Bacon
Quaker Oats
Lamb Collops
Belgian Waffles

Fax

or email me with the answer and win a great
prize. Jeff@baycitiesproduce.com

2) Colcannon

Have you ever had Colcannon? A St. Patrick’s Day
favorite it’s a mixture of creamy mashed potatoes and
usually Kale or Cabbage. Not surprisingly the Irish have
all sorts of ways of cooking potatoes with festive names
like Champ, Bruisy, Pandy, Boxty and this one
Colcannon. For a variation sub out half of the Potatoes
with Parsnips. Can also add Chives, Leeks, or Bacon too.

Congratulations to Our Winners:
Angelina @ Ratto Bros, Grady @ Coffee Time,
Victor @ Marina Liquor & Deli, Darnell @ Waters
Edge Lodge, Martha @ Executive Inn, Ann @ Rick
& Ann’s Restaurant, Eva @ Millie’s Kitchen, Rita
@ Acalanes High School, Jenifer @ Miraglia
Catering, Eurika @ Strizzi’s Restaurant, Luis @
U.C.S.F Medical Center and Scott @ Washington
Hospital.
April Celebrity Birthdays:
Kourtney Kardashian
18th (Reality Star) 37
Jack Nicholson
22nd (Chinatown) 79
Al Pacino
25th Godfather) 76
Penelope Cruz
29th (Vanilla Sky) 42
Uma Thurman
29th (Pulp Fiction) 46

BAY CITIES PRODUCE CO.

$$$ Taxes, taxes, taxes

.

2109 Williams Street
San Leandro, CA 94577
(510) 346-4943
FAX (510) 352-4704
www.baycitiesproduce.com
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